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YOUR PRESENTER
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MARK GRACEY GDPR

• Began working in the internet industry in the mid-90s when I joined Demon 
Internet to help set up their commercial web sales and support team

• Set up one of the UK's first network abuse teams (for Demon Internet) dealing 
with complaints and misuse of the internet

• 15+ year career in internet regulation dealing with everything from internet 
content liability to data protection and police liaison

• I’ve worked with the government on behalf of the internet industry and advised 
the House of Lords on internet policy matters as well as influencing the outcomes 
of a number of pieces of legislation

• In June 2017 set up the Digital Compliance Hub, now Mark Gracey GDPR, a 
subscription-based support service, offering a data protection and privacy 
compliance helpline (email and phone) backed up by a library of resources 
including guides, checklists, tools and templates as well as access to webinars and 
other compliance tools. We also offer outsourced DPO services and pay-as-you-
go support.

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE

• Became a Data Protection Manager when the 1998 Act came into force, ensuring 
ongoing compliance as well as working with government and law enforcement 
with access to communications data and issues with data retention

• Computer Science Degree & Masters Degree in Computer and Communication 
Law



AGENDA
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WHAT WE’LL BE COVERING

→ GDPR recap

→ The “new normal” challenge and what this means in practice

→ Compliance steps to take now

→ Q&A



GDPR RECAP
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GDPR ESSENTIALS
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GDPR

Protects 
Personal Data

Data 
Protection 
Principles

Lawful BasisIndividuals’ 
rights

Accountability

Data that identifies an individual

• Fair, lawful & transparent
• Specific purpose
• Relevant
• Accurate
• Retention
• Security
• Accountability
• Plus, rules about non-EU 

processing

• Consent
• Contract
• Legal obligation
• Vital interests
• Public task
• Legitimate interest

• Right to be informed
• Subject access right
• Right to erasure and portability
• Right to rectification, object or 

restrict processing
• Rights about automated decision 

making & profiling

• DPO
• Documentary evidence of processing
• LIA
• Policies & training
• Processor due diligence & contracts
• Data Protection by design and by 

default & DPIA
• Codes of practice
• Dealing with breaches



GDPR & THE NEW
NORMAL
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GDPR & THE NEW NORMAL
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THE 
CHALLENGE

Transition from 
"doing your best" 

to a new way of 
working

Employees 
working from 

home

Communicating 
online (video 
conferencing, 

email, 
messaging)

Your business 
may have 
changed

Back to the office 
& testing

Doing your best is no longer 
good enoughFREE RESOURCES: 

http://grcy.co.uk/covid19



GDPR & WORKING FROM HOME
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How?

Think about 
security of your 

data

Carry out a DPIA

Remind your 
employees of 

their obligations

Document your 
approach

Review

The “new normal” 
– no excuses to 

not be non-
compliant

Using own devices? Company 
supplied? Appropriate 
workspace?

How will you protect your 
business data when your 
employees are working 
remotely?

Employees need to know GDPR 
compliance at home is the same as in 
the office

Assess your risks and 
how to mitigate them

Implement a working 
from home compliance 

policy

Make sure your approach 
is working

If you’re employees are 
going to be working from 

home, longer term, then 
you need to get this right



GDPR & ONLINE COMMUNICATIONS
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Be careful what means 
to share data is 

appropriate

Discourage use of 
personal messaging 

apps (e.g. WhatsApp)

Be mindful of who’s 
listening

Carry out a DPIA if 
you need to

Implement an 
appropriate comms 

policy

Make sure employees 
understand the risks

How can data be shared 
securely? What about cyber-
security risks?

Often not supported for 
business use and don’t provide 
business with same protections 
as email

Assess your risks and how to mitigate 
them

Who could be 
listening? Partner? 
Children? People 
employee shares house 
with? Alexa?

Document you 
expected employees 

behaviours when 
communicating 

particularly when data 
involved

Provide guidance, 
training, etc.



GDPR & VIDEO CONFERENCING
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Understand what 
hosting means to you

Think about your 
intentions

Carry out a DPIA

Keep attendees 
informed

Don’t record unless 
you need to

Make sure attendees 
understand how video 

conferencing works

You will be, as host, a Data 
Controller = implications for 
using third-parties, security, 
etc.

How will you be using video 
conferencing? Will any sensitive 
data be involved? Will 
attendees be comfortable 
attending?

Update your privacy policies and link 
or have a statement where attendees 
sign up

Assess your risks and 
how to mitigate them

Don’t record for the 
sake of it. How will you 

publish or share 
recordings?

What information will be 
available to others?



GDPR & A NEW BUSINESS
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Data protection by design 
and by default

Carry out a DPIA

Review your GDPR 
compliance

Have your processing 
activities changed?

Have your employees 
changed?

A privacy-first approach, always

Assess your risks and how to 
mitigate them

Your personal data 
processing, systems, 
processors, etc. might 
change. Does your 
documentation reflect 
these?

What’s changed about 
the way you process 

personal data? Is it still 
compliant?

Is GDPR compliance still 
happening and in order?



HOW DOES GDPR APPLY TO COVID TESTING?
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All processing has 
to be lawful

You’re processing 
special category 

data

You have to be 
clear on your 

purpose

You need to tell 
your employees 

what you’ll be 
doing

You need to 
demonstrate your 

practices are 
compliant

Technology & 
monitoring 
restraints

Telling others

Legal obligation? Legitimate 
interest? It won’t be consent!

Requires a lawful basis and a 
special condition to apply

Will need to be covered in your 
privacy policies

Is your processing 
necessary? Do you 
need to keep the data?

Carry out a DPIA and 
update your data 

inventory or processing 
documentation

Do you need to use tech? 
Employees have rights 

regarding monitoring

Be careful what you tell 
employees about those off 

sick/self isolating and have a 
process in place for dealing with 

NHS Test & Trace



SO, WHAT NOW?
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10 STEPS TO TAKE NOW
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1
Carry out risk assessments (DPIA) 
to assess your new processing 
activities, potential risks and how 
to address them

2 Review your existing GDPR 
compliance is still accurate and 
relevant

3 Re-educate your employees about 
the importance of GDPR at home

4
Make sure you have clear “working 
from home” policies covering the 
basics of data security including 
accessing, handling and deleting 
data and use of tech

5
Put in place any new policies 
required, e.g. use of video 
conferencing, online messaging, 
etc.

6 Implement an internal process that 
minimises data risk if testing 
employees

7 Keep up to date with changes in 
guidance or the way you work

8 Keep your approach and policies 
under review and adjust 
accordingly

9
Remember GDPR requires you to 
maintain your compliance, so make 
sure anything new is part of your 
annual review process

10
Where necessary document your 
findings, outcomes and decisions –
evidence of your compliance 
approach



HERE TO HELP
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MARK GRACEY GDPR
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GDPR
Principles

TO FIND OUT MORE: https://markgraceygdpr.co.uk/services/

GDPR DIY
•Online resources
•Support via FB group
•Support also PAYG
•Step-by-step guides
•Policy templates
•Alerts & updates

GDPR UNLIMITED
•Unlimited support
•Online resources
•Hands-on help
•Reviews
•Training
•Reports

GDPR PAYG
•Pay-as-you-go
•By the hour support
•Compliance reviews
•Privacy policies
•For start-ups
•Website compliance
•Training

Practical GDPR & ePrivacy support and advice whenever you need it
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TIME FOR 
YOUR 

QUESTIONS 
& 

DISCUSSION

Mark Gracey GDPR
hello@markgraceygdpr.co.uk


